
2021 leadership trends.

The importance of being a resilient leader in 2021.

Insights for achieving higher performance as a leader.

Build and refine new skills and tools for better capability training

to lead your business.

‘Problem solve’ live with experienced peers - discover and solve

your biggest implementation challenge for the next 90 days.

Successfully implementing strategies is a core skill required for high

performing leaders, especially during these uncertain times. Yet year

after year, they seem to have less time, more spinning plates and

struggle more than ever before to ‘get things done’.  BM Accounting

are committed to delivering better support for business owners and

are delighted to introduce the new BM Growth Hub, a quarterly

coaching group for ambitious Hawke's Bay businesses.

The inaugural BM Accounting Growth Hub will cover:  

You will tap into valuable insights from peers and develop practical

strategies you can apply straight into your business to boost your

probability of success as a leader. 
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Registrations.

Introduction, objectives of Growth Hub and 2021 leadership trends.

The importance of being a contrarian and resilient leader – Why less

is more as a leader in 2021.

Leadership high performance insights and capability training –

powerful problem solving and implementation tools all leaders need

to know and use.

Break - afternoon tea.

Addressing your number 1 business or leadership challenge for the

next 90 days – How to drive your strategies into action.

Actions from the day and summary.

Finish - refreshments.

Agenda

Fast

Tracking

Implementation

as a Leader

in 2021

Facilitated by 

Matt Rogers 

& James McPeake

WorkshopWorkshop

BM ACCOUNTING GROWTH HUB

TUESDAY 24 NOVEMBER

12PM-4PM

HAVELOCK NORTH

COMMUNITY CENTRE

MAGDALINOS ROOM

InvitationInvitation

Matt & James and the BM Growth Hub look forward to seeing
you at the workshop.

Contact James McPeake for more information | james@bm.co.nz | 06 876 7159 bm.co.nz

Register now.


